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Abstract. This review addresses structural differences between that
type of computation on which computability theory and computational
complexity theory have focused so far, and those computations that are
usually carried out in biological organisms (either in the brain, or in the
form of gene regulation within a single cell). These differences concern
the role of time, the way in which the input is presented, the way in
which an algorithm is implemented, and in the end also the definition of
what a computation is. This article describes liquid computing as a new
framework for analyzing those types of computations that are usually
carried out in biological organisms.
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Introduction

The computation of a Turing machine always begins in a designated initial state
q0 , with the input x (some finite string of symbols from some finite alphabet)
written on some designated tape. The computation runs until a halt-state is entered (the inscription y of some designated tape segment is then interpreted as
the result of the computation). This is a typical example for an offline computation, where the complete input x is available at the beginning of the computation,
and no trace of this computation, or of its result y, is left when the same Turing machine subsequently carries out another computation for another input x̃
(starting again in state q 0 ). In contrast, the result of a typical computation in
the neuronal system of a biological organism, say the decision about the location
y on the ground where the left foot is going to be placed at the next step (while
walking or running), depends on several pieces of information: on information
from the visual system, from the vestibular system which supports balance control, from the muscles (proprioceptive feedback about their current state), from
short term memory (how well did the previous foot placement work?), from long
term memory (how slippery is this path at the current weather condition?), from
brain systems that have previously decided where to go and at what speed, and
on information from various other parts of the neural system. In general these
?
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diverse pieces of information arrive at different points in time, and the computation of y has to start before the last one has come in. Furthermore, new
information (e.g. visual information and proprioceptive feedback) arrives continuously, and it is left up to the computational system how much of it can be
integrated into the computation of the position y of the next placement of the
left foot (obviously those organisms have a better chance to survive which also
can integrate later arriving information into the computation). Once the computation of y is completed, the computation of the location y 0 where the right foot
is subsequently placed is not a separate computation, that starts again in some
neutral initial state q0 . Rather, it is likely to build on pieces of inputs and results
of subcomputations that had already been used for the preceding computation
of y.
The previously sketched computational task is a typical example for an online computation (where input pieces arrive all the time, not in one batch).
Furthermore it is an example for a real-time computation, where one has a strict
deadline by which the computation of the output y has to be completed (otherwise a 2-legged animal would fall). In fact, in some critical situations (e. g. when
a 2-legged animal stumbles, or hits an unexpected obstacle) a biological organism is forced to apply an anytime algorithm, which tries to make optimal use of
intermediate results of computational processing that has occurred up to some
externally given time point t0 (such forced halt of the computation could occur at“any time”). Difficulties in the control of walking for 2-legged robots have
taught us how difficult it is to design algorithms which can carry out this seemingly simple computational task. In fact, this computational problem is largely
unsolved, and humanoid robots can only operate within environments for which
they have been provided with an accurate model. This is perhaps surprising,
since on the other hand current computers can beat human champions in seemingly more demanding computational tasks, such as winning a game of chess.
One might argue that one reason, why walking in a new terrain is currently
a computationally less solved task, is that computation theory and algorithm
design have focused for several decades on offline computations, and have neglected seemingly mundane computational tasks such as walking. This bias is
understandable, because evolution had much more time to develop a computational machinery for the control of human walking, and this computational
machinery works so well that we don’t even notice anymore how difficult this
computational task is.
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Liquid State Machines

A computation machine M that carries out online computations typically computes a function F that does not map input numbers or (finite) bit strings onto
output numbers or bit strings, but input streams onto output streams. These
input- and output streams are usually encoded as functions u : ZZ → IR n or
u : IR → IRn , where the argument t of u(t) is interpreted as the (discrete or
continuous) time point t when the information that is encoded by u(t) ∈ IR n

becomes available. Hence such computational machine M computes a function
of higher type (usually referred to as operator, functional, or filter), that maps
input functions u from some domain U onto output functions y. In lack of a
better term we will use the term filter in this article, although filters are often associated with somewhat trivial signal processing or preprossessing devices.
However, one should not fall into the trap of identifying the general term of a
filter with special classes of filters such as linear filters. Rather one should keep
in mind that any input to any organism is a function of time, and any motor
output of an organism is a function of time. Hence biological organisms compute
filters. The same holds true for any artificial behaving system, such as a robot.
We will only consider computational operations on functions of time that
are input-driven, in the sense that the output does not depend on any absolute
internal clock of the computational device. Filters that have this property are
called time invariant. Formally one says that a filter F is time invariant if any
temporal shift of the input function u(·) by some amount t0 causes a temporal
shift of the output function by the same amount t0 , i.e., (F ut0 )(t) = (F u)(t + t0 )
for all t, t0 ∈ IR, where ut0 is the function defined by ut0 (t) := u(t + t0 ). Note
that if the domain U of input functions u(·) is closed under temporal shifts,
then a time invariant filter F : U → IRIR is identified uniquely by the values
y(0) = (F u)(0) of its output functions y(·) at time 0. In other words: in order
to identify or characterize a time invariant filter F we just have to observe its
output values at time 0, while its input varies over all functions u(·) ∈ U . Hence
one can replace in the mathematical analysis such filter F by a functional, i.e. a
simpler mathematical object that maps input functions onto real values (rather
than onto functions of time).
Various theoretical models for analog computing are of little practical use
because they rely on hair-trigger decisions, for example they allow that the output is 1 if the value of some real-valued input variable u is ≥ 0, and 0 otherwise.
Another unrealistic aspect of some models for computation on functions of time
is that they automatically allow that the output of the computation depends on
the full infinitely long history of the input function u(·). Most practically relevant
models for analog computation on continuous input streams degrade gracefully
under the influence of noise, i.e. they have a fading memory. Fading memory
is a continuity property of filters F , which requires that for any input function
u(·) ∈ U the output (F u)(0) can be approximated by the outputs (F v)(0) for
any other input functions v(·) ∈ U that approximate u(·) on a sufficiently long
time interval [−T, 0] in the past. Formally one defines that F : U → IR IR has
fading memory if for every u ∈ U n and every ε > 0 there exist δ > 0 and T > 0
so that |(F v)(0) − (F u)(0)| < ε for all v ∈ U with ku(t) − v(t)k < δ for all
t ∈ [−T, 0]. Informally, a filter F has fading memory if the most significant bits
of its current output value (F u)(0) depend just on the most significant bits of
the values of its input function u(·) in some finite time interval [−T, 0]. Thus,
in order to compute the most significant bits of (F u)(0) it is not necessary to
know the precise value of the input function u(s) for any time s, and it is also
not necessary to have knowledge about values of u(·) for more than a finite time

interval back into the past.
The universe of time-invariant fading memory filters is quite large. It contains
all filters F that can be characterized by Volterra series, i.e. all filters F whose
output (F u)(t) is given by a finite or infinite sum (with d = 0, 1, . . .) of terms of
R∞
R∞
the form . . . hd (τ1 , . . . , τd ) · u(t − τ1 ) · . . . · u(t − τd )dτ1 . . . dτd , where some
0

0

integral kernel h d is applied to products of degree d of the input stream u(·) at
various time points t − τi back in the past. In fact, under some mild conditions
on the domain U of input streams the class of time invariant fading memory
filters coincides with the class of filters that can be characterized by Volterra
series.
In spite of their complexity, all these filters can be uniformly approximated
by the simple computational models M of the type shown in Fig. 1, which had
been introduced in [1]:

Fig. 1. Structure of a Liquid State Machine (LSM) M , which transforms input streams
u(·) into output streams y(·). If LM is a bank of k basis filters, the “liquid state”
xM (t) ∈ IRk is the output of those k filters at time t. If LM is a more general dynamical
system, xM (t) is that part of its current internal state that is “visible” for a readout.

Theorem 1. (based on [2]; see Theorem 3.1 in [3] for a detailed proof). Any
filter F defined by a Volterra series can be approximated with any desired degree
of precision by the simple computational model M shown in Fig. 1
– if there is a rich enough pool B of basis filters (time invariant, with fading
memory) from which the basis filters B1 , . . . , Bk in the filterbank LM can be

chosen (B needs to have the pointwise separation property) and
– if there is a rich enough pool R from which the readout functions f can
be chosen (R needs to have the universal approximation property, i.e. any
continuous function on a compact domain can be uniformly approximated by
functions from R).
Definition: A class B of basis filters has the pointwise separation property if
there exists for any two input functions u(·), v(·) with u(s) 6= v(s) for some s ≤ t
a basis filter B ∈ B with (Bu)(t) 6= (Bv)(t).
It turns out that many real-world dynamical systems (even a pool of water)
satisfy (for some domain U of input streams) at least some weak version of
the pointwise separation property, where the outputs x M (t) of the basis filters
are replaced by some “visible” components of the state vector of the dynamical
system. In fact, many real-world dynamical systems also satisfy approximately
an interesting kernel property 2 , which makes it practically sufficient to use just
a linear readout function f M . This is particularly important if L M is kept fixed,
and only the readout f M is selected (or trained) in order to approximate some
particular Volterra series F . Reducing the adaptive part of M to the linear
readout function f M has the unique advantage that a learning algorithm that
uses gradient descent to minimize the approximation error of M cannot get stuck
in local minima of the mean-squared error. The resulting computational model
can be viewed as a generalization of a finite state machine to continuous time
and continuous (“liquid”) internal states x M (t). Hence it is called a Liquid State
Machine (LSM)3 .
If the dynamical systems LM have fading memory, then only filters with
fading memory can be represented by the resulting LSM’s. Hence they cannot
approximate arbitrary finite state machines (not even for the case of discrete time
and a finite range of values u(t)). It turns out that a large jump in computational
power occurs if one augments the computational model from Fig. 1 by a feedback
from a readout back into the circuit (assume it enters the circuit like an input
variable).
Theorem 2. [5]. There exists a large class Sn of dynamical systems C with fading memory (described by systems of n first order differential equations) that
2
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A kernel (in the sense of machine learning) is a nonlinear projection Q of n input variables u1 , . . . , un into some high-dimensional space. For example all products
ui · uj could be added as further components to the n-dimensional input vector
< u1 , . . . , un >. Such nonlinear projection Q boosts the power of any linear readout
f applied to Q(u). For example in the case where Q(u) contains all products ui · uj ,
a subsequent linear readout has the same expressive capability as quadratic readouts
f applied to the original input variables u1 , . . . , un . More abstractly, Q should map
all inputs u that need to be separated by a readout onto a set of linearly independent
vectors Q(u).
Herbert Jaeger (see [4]) had simultaneously and independently introduced a very
similar computational model under the name Echo State Network.

acquire through feedback universal computational capabilities for analog computing. More precisely: through a proper choice of a (memoryless) feedback function
K and readout h they can simulate any given dynamical system of the form
z (n) = G(z, z 0 , . . . , z (n−1) ) + u with a sufficiently smooth function G:

This holds in particular for neuralPcircuits C defined by differential equations of the form x0i (t) = −λi xi (t) + σ( nj=1 aij xj (t)) + bi · σ(v(t)) (under some
conditions on the λi , aij , bi ).
If one allows several feedbacks K, such dynamical systems C become universal for n th order dynamical systems defined by a system consisting of a corresponding number of differential equations. Since such systems of differential
equations can simulate arbitrary Turing machines [6], these dynamical systems
C with a finite number of feedbacks become (according to the Church-Turing
thesis) also universal for digital computation.
Theorem 2 suggests that even quite simple neural circuits with feedback have
in principle unlimited computational power 4 . This suggests that the main problem of a biological organism becomes the selection (or learning) of suitable feedback functions K and readout functions h. For dynamical systems C that have a
good kernel-property, already linear feedbacks and readouts endow such dynamical systems with the capability to emulate a fairly large range of other dynamical
systems (or “analog computers”).

3

Applications

LSMs had been introduced in [1] (building on preceding work in [7]) in the
process of searching for computational models that can help us to understand the
4

Of course, in the presence of noise this computational power is reduced to that of a
finite state machine, see [5] for details.

computations that are carried out in a “cortical microcircuit” [8], i.e. in a local
circuit of neurons in the neocortex (say in a “cortical column”). This approach
has turned out to be quite successful, since it made it possible to carry out quite
demanding computations with circuits consisting of reasonably realistic models
for biological neurons (“spiking neurons”) and biological synapses (“dynamical
synapses”). Note that in this model a large number of different readout neurons
can learn to extract different information from the same circuit. One concrete
benchmark task that has been considered was the classification (“recognition”) of
spoken digits [9]. It turned out that already a LSM where the “liquid” consisted
of a randomly connected circuit of just 135 spiking neurons performed quite well.
In fact, it provided a nice example for “anytime computations”, since the linear
readout could be trained effectively to guess at “any time”, while a digit was
spoken, the proper classification of the digit [1, 10]. More recently it has been
shown that with a suitable transformation of spoken digits into spike trains one
can achieve with this simple method the performance level of state-of-the-art
algorithms for speech recognition [11].
The same computational task had also been considered in an amusing and
inspiring study of the computational capability of LSMs where a bucket of water was used as the “liquid” L M (into which input streams were injected via
8 motors), and video-images of the surface of the water were used as “liquid
states” xM (t) [12]. Also this realization of a LSM was able to carry out speech
recognition, but “fortunately” its performance was below that of a LSM with a
simulated circuit of neurons as “liquid”. This experiment raises two questions:
i) Can interesting new artificial computing devises be designed on the basis of
the LSM-paradigm?
ii) Can the LSM-paradigm be used to gain an understanding of the computational role of specific (genetically encoded) details of the components and
connectivity structure of circuits of neurons in the neocortex?
Research in the direction i) is currently carried out in the context of optical
computing. First results regarding question ii) were recently published in [13].
Perhaps the most exciting research on the LSM-approach is currently carried
out in experimental neuroscience. The LSM-approach makes specific experimentally testable predictions regarding the organization of computations in cortical
circuits:
a) information from subsequent stimuli is superimposed in the “liquid state”
of cortical circuits, but can be recovered by simple linear readouts (see the
“separation property” in Theorem 1).
b) cortical circuits produce nonlinear combinations of different input components (kernel property)
c) the activity of different neurons within a cortical column in response to
natural stimuli shows a large diversity of individual responses (rather than

evidence that all neurons within a column carry out a specific common computational operation), since a “liquid” can support many different readouts.
A rather clear confirmation of predictions a) and b) has recently been produced
at the Max-Plank Institute for Brain Research in Frankfurt [14]. Some earlier
experimental studies had provided already evidence for prediction c), but this
prediction needs to be tested more rigorously for natural stimuli.
The exploration of potential engineering applications of the computational
paradigm discussed in this article were usually carried out with the closely related echo state networks (ESNs) [4], where one uses simpler non-spiking models
for neurons in the “liquid”, and works with high numerical precision in the simulation of the “liquid” and the training of linear readouts (which makes a lot of
sense, since artificial circuits are subject to substantial lower amounts of noise
in comparison with biological circuits of neurons). Research in recent years has
produced quite encouraging results regarding applications of ESNs to problems
in tele-communication [4], robotics [15], reinforcement learning [16], natural language understanding [17], as well as music-production and -perception [18].
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Discussion

We have argued in this article that Turing machines are not well-suited for
modeling computations in biological neural circuits, and proposed liquid state
machines (LSMs) as a more adequate modeling framework. They are designed to
model real-time computations (as well as anytime computations) on continuous
input streams. In fact, it is quite realistic that a LSM can be trained to carry
out the online computation task that we had discussed in section 1 (see [19]
for a first application to motor control). A characteristic feature of practical
implementations of the LSM model is that its “program” consists of the weights
w of a linear readout function. Since these weights can be chosen to be time
invariant, they provide suitable targets for learning (while all other parameters of
the LSM can be fixed in advance, based on the expected complexity and precision
requirement of the computational tasks that are to be learnt). It makes a lot of
sense (from the perspective of statistical learning theory) to restrict learning
to such weights w, since they have the unique advantage that gradient descent
with regard to some mean-square error function E(w) cannot get stuck in local
minima of this error function (since ∇ w E(w) = 0 defines an affine – hence
connected – subspace of the weight space).
One can view these weights w of the linear readout of a LSM as an analogon
to the code < M > of a Turing machine M that is simulated by a universal Turing machine. This analogy makes the learning advantage of LSMs clear, since
there is no efficient learning algorithm known which allows us to learn the program < M > for a Turing machine M from examples for correct input/output
pairs of M . However the examples discussed in section 3 show that an LSM can
be trained quite efficiently to approximate a particular map from input – to
output streams.

We have also shown in Theorem 2 that LSMs can overcome the limitation
of a fading memory if one allows feedback from readouts back into the “liquid”.
Then not only all digital, but (in a well-defined sense) also all analog computers can be simulated by a fixed LSM, provided that one is allowed to vary the
readout functions (including those that provide feedback). Hence these readout
functions can be viewed as program for the simulated analog computers (note
that all “readout functions” are just “static” functions, i.e. maps from IR n into
IR, whereas the LSM itself maps input streams onto output streams). In those
practically relevant cases that have been considered so far, these readout functions could often be chosen to be linear. A satisfactory characterization of the
computational power that can be reached with linear readouts is still missing.
But obviously the kernel-property of the underlying “liquid” can boost the richness of the class of analog computers that can be simulated by a fixed LSM with
linear readouts.
The theoretical analysis of computational properties of randomly connected
circuits and other potential “liquids” is still in its infancy. We refer to [20] for a
very useful first step. The qualities that we expect from the “liquid” of a LSM
are completely different from those that one expects from standard computing
devices. One expects diversity (rather than uniformity) of the responses of individual gates within a liquid (see Theorem 1), as well as diverse local dynamics
instead of synchronized local gate operations. Achieving such diversity is apparently easier to attain by biological neural circuits and by new artificial circuits
on the molecular or atomic scale, than emulating precisely engineered circuits
of the type that we find in our current generation of digital computers, which
only function properly if all local units are identical copies of a small number of
template units that respond in a stereotypical fashion. In addition, sparse random connections turn out to provide better computational capabilities to a LSM
than those connectivity graphs that have primarily been considered in theoretical studies, such as all-to-all connections (Hopfield networks) or a 2-dimensional
grid (which is commonly used for cellular automata).
We refer to the 2007 Special Issue on Echo State Networks and Liquid State
Machines of the journal Neural Networks for an up-to-date overview of further
theoretical results and practical applications of the computational ideas presented in this article.
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